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You’ll read about Whitehall’s “green road” that has effectively mitigated the city’s decades-long history of stormwater flooding and industrial pollution. You’ll hear how the Land Information Access Association (LIAA) worked with Monroe, Ludington, and several other cities to develop resiliency plans.

You’ll learn how the city of Grand Rapids came through a major flood in April 2013 with relatively little damage, largely due to preemptive investments in floodwalls and storm sewer improvements, sustainable infrastructure, and a rapid-response emergency action plan. In fact, the city’s proactive efforts to protect itself and its residents from flooding and other extreme weather events prompted President Obama to appoint Grand Rapids Mayor George Heartwell to the Task Force on Climate Preparedness and Resilience in November of 2013.

Looking for a way to start? The Resilient Communities for America campaign (resilientamerica.org) is calling on the leaders of local government “to take effective, wide-ranging local actions to prepare for climate change impacts, improve local energy independence, renew America’s infrastructure, and strengthen their economies in the process.” The campaign will also provide members with critical resources to help them achieve those goals. It’s worth a look...

...Because we don’t need to be Chicken Little yelling that the sky is falling down. But it helps to have those umbrellas handy in case it does.
Study finds municipalities could save billions of dollars by investing in resilience

By Michael Stevns

Damages caused by extreme weather phenomena are increasing around the globe. In 2012, the costs of such damages totaled approximately $160 billion worldwide. With dense populations, cities are particularly vulnerable to natural hazards. For example, Superstorm Sandy alone was responsible for damages of some $50 billion, mostly in the New York Metropolitan area.

To show how cities can better protect themselves against natural disasters like Sandy, Siemens has joined forces with Regional Plan Association (RPA) and the consulting firm Arup to prepare a study on resilient urban infrastructure. Results to-date show that technology is a key component of resilient and efficient infrastructure protection. Cities should integrate resilience into all aspects of their planning and normal investment and maintenance cycles. This would reduce potential damages, enhance productivity, create a safe place to live, and can save billions of dollars.

“We can’t prevent natural disasters, but with our knowledge and our technologies, we can better protect our infrastructures. Particularly in difficult economic times, cities have to invest efficiently while minimizing risks and making them calculable. Resilient infrastructure is not an option but a must. What you get is a city that is better protected and at the same time more efficient and reliable!” said Roland Busch, CEO of Siemens’ Infrastructure & Cities Sector and member of the executive board of Siemens AG, at the presentation of the report’s initial results in New York City.
considerably. According to the United Nations, the number of major hazards in the first decade of the new millennium is more than twice as high as between 1980 and 1989. Experts attribute the increase in the number and impact of natural disasters to climate change. A growing world population aggregated more and more in cities is increasing the potential for damage many times over due to the resulting urban density.

The advantages of resilient infrastructure able to withstand natural hazards and disasters are obvious. First, resilient cities are better equipped to recover quickly during and after crises. Second, robust infrastructures are generally more resource efficient, powerful and reliable. And third, resilient technologies stabilize the operation of the most important systems—especially during a crisis.

Michael Stevns, Siemens Infrastructure and Cities, may be contacted at Michael.stevns@siemens.com.

THE REPORT SHOWS THAT ONLY REPAIRING DAMAGED INFRASTRUCTURES WITHOUT INCORPORATING RESILIENCY MEASURES IS EXTREMELY COST-INTENSIVE.

Siemens has a broad portfolio for urban infrastructure that helps cities become more resilient and sustainable. Solutions like smart grids and software solutions for rail automation, traffic management, evacuation management, and building management systems contribute the most to minimizing the impact of natural hazards primarily because intelligent automation of infrastructures is a key success factor in making systems more flexible and easier to control and coordinate.

The need for investment in resilient infrastructures is increasing due to the growing hazards posed by extreme weather phenomena. In the last 40 years, the frequency and strength of natural disasters have risen considerably. According to the United Nations, the number of major hazards in the first decade of the new millennium is more than twice as high as between 1980 and 1989. Experts attribute the increase in the number and impact of natural disasters to climate change. A growing world population aggregated more and more in cities is increasing the potential for damage many times over due to the resulting urban density.

The advantages of resilient infrastructure able to withstand natural hazards and disasters are obvious. First, resilient cities are better equipped to recover quickly during and after crises. Second, robust infrastructures are generally more resource efficient, powerful and reliable. And third, resilient technologies stabilize the operation of the most important systems—especially during a crisis.
Forget about those mythical places where the streets are paved with gold. The city of Whitehall is proving the real road to the future is solid green.

In the summer of 2012, Whitehall transformed a 1/2-mile stretch of its shoreline Lake Street into Michigan’s first fully integrated “green road.” The innovative engineering design features a state-of-the-art stormwater system that collects runoff from 60 acres of surrounding streets and industrial property. Rain gardens, bioswales, and porous pavements are among the many methods incorporated to filter and absorb as much of the runoff as possible before the stormwater reaches White Lake—reducing both pollution and flooding.

“We are very proud to be the first complete green street in the state and hope other municipalities will follow suit,” said Whitehall Mayor Emery Hatch. “Public support was 100 percent.”

The area has been listed as an EPA Area of Concern (AOC) since the mid-1980s. Lake Street runs between White Lake and a large industrial zone that includes the site of a former tannery on White Lake’s southern shore (see article in the March/April 2010 issue of The Review). Effective filtration is critical to the city’s effort to protect the environmentally sensitive lake and lakeshore from ecological damage. The system is designed to filter the stormwater as many times as possible, and by as many methods as possible, before it enters White Lake.

The project was designed by Prein&Newhof, a Grand Rapids-based engineering firm offering a wide range of civil engineering, environmental consulting, surveying, GIS, and laboratory services to municipal and private clients across West Michigan. The system integrates bioswales, naturalized detention, filter strips, treatment wetlands, permeable concrete, and permeable pavers to reduce sediments, nutrients, and other contaminants from entering the lake through typical “first flush” stormwater discharge. The vast majority of harmful pollutants no longer reach the lake: 95 percent of all metals; 90 percent of suspended solids, organics, and bacteria; 80 percent of phosphorus and ammonium; and 75 percent of nitrogen.

“Natural strategies, like those implemented on Lake Street, reduce the impact to the environment caused by development,” said project manager Jason Washler. “These
strategies are necessary to preserve the extraordinary natural resources that we are blessed with in Michigan.”

The system has done its job so well that the city anticipates the site will be officially removed from the EPA’s AOC list sometime this summer, said Whitehall City Manager Scott Huebler.

But to the casual visitor or uneducated eye, Whitehall’s green road is simply a beautiful new place to enjoy the scenic lakeshore, one of the city’s most prized assets. The project connects to the northern third of the existing pedestrian pathway where a railroad spur once branched off from the main line onto the tannery property. The White Lake Pathway is part of a larger trail network that interconnects with the DNR’s Hart-Montague Trail to the north and the Berry Junction Trail to the south.

“The pathway portion provides a scenic venue along the near shoreline,” said Huebler. “The green street embraces the environmental consciousness and activism of the entire White Lake area.”

“"Our original grant application was denied. Our second attempt included much more community partnering and funding. What can other cities learn from Whitehall? Other cities can learn not to give up."”

—Whitehall City Manager Scott Huebler

Indeed, the real genius of the project lies in the low-impact design created by Prein&Newhof. Rather than imposing on the landscape a series of artificial constructs to perform the filtering functions, these innovative engineers looked to nature’s own toolbox for solutions.

“Engineers of this generation are very environmentally conscious,” said Washler. “There are countless examples of how today’s engineer is a good steward of natural resources. For example, many of the materials specified in public works projects are recycled.”

Runoff is first diverted into a series of bioswales along both sides of the street. A bioswale is a gently sloped drainage course that mimics the look of a natural landscape element. From there the runoff is directed into detention zones lined with native trees and plants. The water then flows into the newly created Tannery Bay Wetlands. Each step along the way more and more of the runoff is filtered and absorbed by the plants and soil. By

In addition to bioswales, the green road system integrates naturalized detention, filter strips, treatment wetlands, permeable concrete, and permeable pavers to reduce sediments, nutrients, and other contaminants from entering the lake through typical “first flush” stormwater discharge.
the time it reaches the lake the remaining runoff is greatly reduced and far, far cleaner than when it began its journey.

New filtration chambers were also added to the existing storm sewers running underground from the industrial facilities on the east side of Lake Street, and now divert that captured stormwater into the Tannery Bay wetlands rather than directly into White Lake. The chambers also allow the city to monitor the system.

Alcoa Howmet, the county’s largest employer, partnered with the city in the environmental restoration.

“A very large parking lot owned by Alcoa Power and Propulsion runs adjacent to the street. We simply approached them about how best to integrate the street and its environmental enhancements with their parking lot and asked for possible funding,” said Huebler. “Alcoa provided a $40,000 grant.”

Some of the runoff from the Alcoa Howmet facility now flows into the rain gardens, through adjacent bioswales, and out to the Tannery Bay wetlands.

Whitehall also won a $376,000 grant—50 percent of the construction cost—from the EPA’s Great Lakes Restoration Initiative (GLRI). Lake Street was the first road project to receive a grant from the $450-million GLRI fund.

Whitehall officials hope that access to such grants will make similar “green roads” possible all across the state, for communities willing to do the hard work to get there.

“Our original grant application was denied. Our second attempt included much more community partnering and funding,” said Huebler. “What can other cities learn from Whitehall? Other cities can learn not to give up.”

Elizabeth Ann-Philips Foley is a freelance writer. You may contact her at eshaw@mml.org.

“We are very proud to be the first complete green street in the state and hope other municipalities will follow suit.” —Whitehall Mayor Emery Hatch
Much of Michigan’s coastal infrastructure—including marinas, boat launches and shore protection—was built during the 1960s, ’70s and ’80s. A lot has changed in the years since. Water levels have fluctuated, but generally decreased to reach historic lows. Winters are shorter. Temperatures are warmer. Storms have become more intense.

Marinas and harbors are vulnerable to climate change impacts that affect infrastructure, navigability, and public perception of aesthetics. If a marina looks unsafe or unappealing, patrons will go elsewhere. These realities, paired with changing policy and budgeting norms (e.g., limited funding for infrastructural repairs and dredging), challenge marina and harbor operators. For most operators, finding additional money to guard against a potential future mishap is often difficult. An overall lack of confidence in assessing or adopting potential responses to changing environmental and social conditions complicates, and sometimes deters, responsive actions. When a harbor or marina operator is ready to apply adaptive measures to address impacts climate change could bring, they need resources to make informed decisions. Operators may ask: What low-cost methods should I implement now? How should I prepare for the future?
With funding from the Great Lakes Integrated Sciences and Assessment Center, Michigan Sea Grant is leading a team that will help answer some of those questions. The team is working to identify adaptation strategies specifically for marina and harbor operators. Michigan is home to more than 800 public and privately operated marinas and harbor facilities. In 2007, the Great Lakes Commission reported that Great Lakes boating contributed nearly $2.4 billion to the Michigan economy. Boating in the Great Lakes is big business and a prized cultural resource.

Private marinas and small municipal harbors are struggling to fund needed improvements. Aging infrastructure, fluctuating lake levels, and increased storm damage only amplify this economic hardship. Available funds should be directed to informed, efficient purposes. In recent years a variety of adaptation and resiliency tools have been introduced, but may be overwhelming to the end user. The Sea Grant team has identified that marina and harbor managers and local decision makers need planning guidance for maintenance, repair, dredging, and general management.

**RESPONDING TO CHANGE**

An informal poll of marina and harbor operators in Michigan indicated the following top environmental changes perceived to influence waterfront operations:

- lake level changes,
- structural repairs due to impact from storms,
- increased need for dredging and maintenance, and
- operations scheduling changes due to changes in seasonal weather patterns.

Respondents indicated interest in assistance with pursuing small grants for adaptation; collaborative development of best management practices; coordination of dredging efforts; infrastructure/construction recommendations; and guidance on how to discuss policy, budget, and planning issues with decision makers.

Using this information, the project team will assist marina and harbor operators in problem identification, decision-making, and planning related to climate change adaptation. The team will deliver an online training module, workshop series, print resources, and final report. Training materials will feature information on assessing risks and impacts, infrastructure recommendations (e.g., stormwater control measures, softshore engineering, floating docks); dredging; policy, zoning, coding options; planning; and visioning. Featured tools will include resources developed by the National Oceanic and Atmospheric Administration, U.S. Army Corps of Engineers, and the Sustainable Working Waterfronts Network.

Active engagement with stakeholders is an important component of the project. A workshop series, scheduled for April-September 2014, is supported by the Michigan Coastal Management Program and Michigan Boating Industries Association. Marina and harbor operators and local decision makers are encouraged to participate.

**GET INVOLVED**

**FOCUS GROUP**

If you are interested in participating in a focus group on communicating with local decision makers, please contact Amy Samples (asamples@umich.edu or 734-647-0766).

**WORKSHOPS**

Six workshops from April-September; Locations: Harbor Springs, Bay City, Detroit, Port Huron, Muskegon, and Traverse City. Visit Sea Grant website for details miseagrant.umich.edu.
makers who help guide management of waterfront facilities are invited to share their best management practices for addressing changing conditions. An overview of resources on adaptation will be included. Please check the Sea Grant website for more details on the workshop series: miseagrant.umich.edu

Additionally, the research team is currently recruiting local decision makers for a focus group to gather insight on marina and harbor-related policy, zoning, and coding options. This group will also be asked for input on visioning waterfronts as a community resource and assistance with harbor planning and budgeting.

FORWARD THINKING
As an outcome of this project, marina and harbor operators will increase their knowledge of climate change impacts. Through collaborative development of best management practices and exploration of available tools and technology, operators will identify sector-specific responses to variable conditions. With insight to communications with local planners and decision makers, operators will be prepared to effect change in their community. Empowering our state’s marinas and harbors to increase resiliency to a variable future is the surest path to ensuring they will stand the test of time.

Amy Samples is a project coordinator at Michigan Sea Grant. You may contact her at 734-647-0766 or asamples@umich.edu.
Planning

Through the Lens of Resilience

Plan A

Plan B
The shifting global economy and statewide recession are forcing big changes for businesses and local governments. At the same time, extreme weather events and climate variability are threatening agriculture, infrastructure, and human health all across the state. How should communities respond to these challenges? The Land Information Access Association (LIAA) and a number of partnering organizations suggest the place to start is Planning for Resilient Communities.

**PARTNERSHIP FOR RESILIENCE PLANNING**

Last year, LIAA joined with the Michigan Municipal League, Michigan Townships Association, Michigan Association of Planning, and the Urban and Regional Planning program of the University of Michigan to launch a new technical support program to help communities update their master plans for greater resilience. This project partnership and community planning program is funded by grants from the Kresge Foundation, the Americana Foundation, the Margaret A. Cargill Foundation, and the Coastal Zone Management Program (Office of Great Lakes, Michigan Department of Environmental Quality).

The project partnership calls on communities to look at their future through the lens of resilience. Resilient communities are able to learn from adversity and adapt quickly to change. Some of the most important characteristics of community resilience are:

1. **strong and meaningful social relations**;
2. **social, economic, and environmental diversity**;
3. **innovation and creative problem solving**; and
4. **extensive use of ecosystem services**.

Working with a small number of coastal communities, the project is providing professional planning services and technical assistance to support community-wide planning processes that review and update municipal master plans, taking into consideration the potential impacts of extreme weather events, climate variability, and sudden shifts in local economies. This new planning process focuses on the cooperative preparation, adaptation, and creative development of community systems to assure a more robust response to extreme weather events and climate variability.

Although there is a good deal of political debate, 97 percent of climate scientists have concluded that human-caused climate change is happening, according to a new report by the American Association for the Advancement of Science (AAAS). The report stated emphatically that “Climate change is happening now. And it’s going to get worse.” Similarly, the Great Lakes Integrated Sciences Assessment (GLISA) consortium at the University of Michigan notes that communities are already experiencing an increasing frequency of extreme rain events and serious heat events. In addition to looking for ways to mitigate this problem, communities should begin working on ways to better manage extreme weather events and adapt to a much more volatile climate.

Through the Planning for Resilient Communities project, communities are moving through a comprehensive review of their master plans as a part of a broad public process that includes extensive educational and outreach efforts. Where possible, the project brings city and township planning commissions together for cooperative planning as one pathway to greater community resilience. As the process proceeds, several public information sessions lead up to a community leadership forum for educational and team-building processes. For example, the Monroe Community Leadership Forum offered presentations on: Michigan’s changing climate by Dr. Jeffrey Andresen, Michigan’s state climatologist; ecosystem changes anticipated by Laura Rubin, director of Huron River Watershed Council; the health implications of climate change by Dr. Lorraine Cameron, Michigan Department of Community Health; and building entrepreneurial and desirable communities by the League’s Executive Director & CEO Daniel Gilmartin.

Following public outreach efforts, dozens of local leaders and citizens work together in one of five to seven different community action teams over several facilitated sessions to identify locally relevant options for increasing resilience. The project team helps the community complete vulnerability analyses to identify populations at risk of extreme weather events and climate variability.

**Planning Pathways to Resilience**

There are a number of “pathways” to greater resilience:

- **Prepare for Climate Variability & Extreme Weather**
- **Increase Energy Efficiency & Renewable Supplies**
- **Renew & Strengthen Infrastructure (e.g., green infrastructure/ ecosystem services)**
- **Strengthen the Local Economy (e.g., diversity, increase local production)**
- **Build Social Connections & Social Capital**

Modified from ICLEI-USA’s “Resilient Communities for America”
during extreme weather events, as well as local economic assessments and leakage analyses to identify opportunities for enhancing the local economy (e.g., greater self-reliance, energy savings, and local retention of funds).

COMMON SENSE RESILIENCE
Planning for resilience does not require brand new tools or techniques. Most of the policies and programs needed by municipalities to increase resilience are familiar and well tested. The challenge communities face is in finding the cooperative spirit and collective resolve to improve local capacity for absorbing and managing both economic storms and weather events.

For example, municipalities have required low impact design and development (LID) in some circumstances for many years. LID techniques for managing stormwater such as rain gardens, bioswales, constructed wetlands, and other stormwater detention measures have been used with great success. With true resolve, communities can re-write master plans and land use controls to upgrade and expand the application of LID, potentially matching the demands presented by increasing seasonal precipitation and larger rain events without huge new infrastructure projects.

PLACEMAKING AND RESILIENCE
In the last few years, several state departments have joined with the League and others to promote placemaking as a cornerstone of municipal economic development. Local governments are encouraged to support new development and redevelopment projects that add aesthetic appeal, new amenities and recreational alternatives to attract and retain talented people and entrepreneurs. Looking at placemaking through the lens of resilience, these projects should incorporate porous and cool pavements, buildings that are LEED certified and storm resistant, multi-modal transportation connections, the extensive use of trees and shrubbery for shade and cooling, LED street lighting, on-site power generation, and support for local emergency shelters (e.g., cooling centers, storm shelters).

Resilience planning should touch every part of the community, from public service delivery systems to municipal capital improvement projects. For small-to medium-sized communities, the municipal master planning process presents the best opportunity to consider all aspects of development and change while engaging public officials and citizens in a broad, educational discussion about alternatives. Communities have survived and will survive extreme weather events and global economic shocks, but resilience thinking in cooperative planning, preparation and adaptation will help communities thrive through all types of weather.

Joe VanderMeulen, Ph.D., is the executive director of LIAA. You may reach him at 231-929-3696 or jvander@liaa.org.
Capital Conference 2014 Recap
This year’s conference was structured around the League’s Partnership for Place policy agenda which proposes a partnership of action between the state and its municipalities to facilitate economic growth and develop places with a high quality of life, while using a regional approach to services, resources, and systems.
More than 400 city, village, and urban township leaders attended this year’s conference, which offered education sessions on revenue sharing, the personal property tax, crowdfunding, transportation, retaining talent in Michigan, municipal funding, and many other issues.
Seven projects from multiple Michigan communities have been selected as finalists for the 2014 Michigan Municipal League Community Excellence Award (CEA) competition, affectionately known as the "Race for the Cup."

Region 1: Fenton; Fenton Fire Hall
Region 2: A group of six Lansing-area jurisdictions; Metro Connection–Greater Lansing Shared Services Fire Initiative
Region 3: Grandville; Downtown Streetscape Project
Region 4: Ithaca; Flower Beautification Community Project
Region 5: Harbor Beach; Dredging Project
Region 6: Cadillac; Bicycle Rental Project
Region 7: Gladstone; After-School Ski Hill Program

The winners will now move on to the final round for the statewide winner at the League’s Annual Convention at Northern Michigan University, Marquette, October 14-17.

Representatives of the seven regional CEA communities are (from left): Gladstone Mayor Pro Tem Hugo Mattonen; Fenton Mayor Sue Osborn; Ithaca Councilmember L.D. Hollenbeck; Grandville Mayor Pro Tem Josh Meringa; East Lansing Mayor Nathan Triplett; Cadillac Mayor Carla Filkins; and Harbor Beach Mayor Gary Booms.
Like many Michigan communities, the city of Monroe has faced growing challenges over the last decade. Significant employment reductions in its manufacturing base and the collapse of the housing market that marked the beginning of the Great Recession, have stressed the community’s ability to respond to ever-increasing needs. Monroe’s population and workforce were getting older, and due to an uncertain job market, younger talent increasingly pursued out-of-state opportunities in locations like Chicago and other urban centers.

Meeting Multiple Challenges
Monroe County manufacturing sector employment was estimated at 10,500 jobs in the year 2000. By 2013, the estimates had plummeted to around 5,200 manufacturing jobs. For a small community, that type of change sends a shock through the local economy and severely impacts tax revenues. A recent resurgence in manufacturing has occurred, thanks to the presence of a skilled workforce, reinvestment by key businesses, and the attraction of new industries including wind power. However, the number of jobs lost is not likely to be replaced. Monroe has realized, along with the rest of Michigan, that it must diversify its economy to avoid similar problems in the future.

Changes in the natural environment have also impacted the economy and quality of life in the area. Monroe County is a leading agricultural region, and increased weather variability has affected farm operations and yields. Extended heat waves put vulnerable populations at risk of heat-related illnesses. Larger than average storm events increase demands on aging infrastructure, causing localized flooding and overwhelming wastewater systems. The number of algae blooms on Lake Erie has also increased. Monroe is already sensitive to environmental concerns; and has learned a great deal from efforts like the improvement of the River Raisin. The community recognized the need to address the potential impacts of climate change.

City leaders responded to the realities of economic and climate challenges by searching for ways to adapt and thrive. When approached with the chance to participate in a new kind of planning process that emphasizes adaptability and collaboration, they embraced the opportunity. The Monroe community united to explore ways to shape a more “resilient” economy, one that could bounce back from future setbacks,
and to develop land use planning as a tool for adaptation to climate variability. “We want our master plans to encourage the development of a stronger, more diverse local economy,” said Monroe Mayor Robert E. Clark. “At the same time, our community needs to consider the impacts of climate change and the effects of severe storm events or extended heat waves. It’s just good planning.”

Resilient Monroe Project

Resilient Monroe is the first of several innovative master planning projects facilitated by Traverse City-based nonprofit LIAA (Land Information Access Association). This project brought together planning commissions and elected officials in three adjacent governments—the city of Monroe, and Monroe and Frenchtown Charter Townships—to address a wide range of shared concerns and develop new ways to manage the impacts of both economic and climate variability. Project funding includes $145,000 in grants awarded by the Kresge and Americana Foundations, and local match from participating governments. The Michigan Municipal League, Michigan Townships Association, Michigan Association of Planning, and the University of Michigan also partnered on the project. Additional support for Resilient Monroe has been provided by a number of community organizations including the Community Foundation of Monroe County, the County Planning Department, the Monroe County Intermediate School District, Monroe County Community College, the Monroe County Convention and Tourism Bureau, and the Monroe County Business Development Corporation.

Public input has been a key to the success of the project. Community members actively participated in a number of brainstorming events including public briefings, a day-long summit attended by over 100 community leaders, a series of topic-oriented Citizen Action Teams, and focus group sessions with students from two area high schools. Additional support for Resilient Monroe has been provided by a number of community organizations including the Community Foundation of Monroe County, the County Planning Department, the Monroe County Intermediate School District, Monroe County Community College, the Monroe County Convention and Tourism Bureau, and the Monroe County Business Development Corporation. Public input has been a key to the success of the project. Community members actively participated in a number of brainstorming events including public briefings, a day-long summit attended by over 100 community leaders, a series of topic-oriented Citizen Action Teams, and focus group sessions with students from two area high schools.

CITY LEADERS RESPONDED TO THE REALITIES OF ECONOMIC AND CLIMATE CHALLENGES BY SEARCHING FOR WAYS TO ADAPT AND THRIVE

Resilient Monroe! Resource Atlas

October 15, 2013

Community members actively participated in brainstorming events including public briefings, a day-long summit attended by over 100 community leaders, a series of topic-oriented Citizen Action Teams, and focus group sessions with students from two area high schools.
Resilient Monroe Outcomes

The overarching goal of Resilient Monroe is to provide leaders and citizens with ideas and tools that allow them to develop a more resilient local economy and to adapt to a more unpredictable climate. The city is engaged in a comprehensive rewrite of its 10-year-old master plan, and the participating townships are reviewing and revising their plans. The Resource Atlas includes information on existing human, natural, and economic resources; options for increasing resilience through economic diversification and placemaking efforts; identification of community vulnerabilities; and options for local action that can be used to achieve the goals of governments and citizens. It has been tremendously useful in updating the community master plans, and has already proven valuable to other community organizations. The County Health Department and local American Red Cross chapter have used it in targeting their education and response plans, for example.

The effect of Resilient Monroe on master planning is leading to new policy directions. Connecting and enhancing the major cultural and natural resource assets of the three jurisdictions (including the River Raisin National Battlefield and Sterling State Park on Lake Erie) will now be a higher priority in all three master plans. There is also greater emphasis on placemaking projects that take advantage of these unique resources. This will expand tourism in the area, create quality of life amenities that attract and retain talented people, and provide environmental benefits. The city of Monroe is also considering new zoning standards that will encourage more mixed-use developments which appeal to changing demographic preferences, particularly those of younger workers.

Expanded idea sharing and collaboration between the city and participating townships has been another benefit of Resilient Monroe. Planning commissions and elected leaders met regularly throughout the project, airing differences and sharing visions. Despite the occasional impasse, these interactions have helped forge professional relationships and dispel misconceptions. The three municipalities have come together to recognize their common challenges, and develop new strategies to make each community stronger and more resilient.

For more information, visit www.resilientmonroe.org.

Dan Swallow, AICP, is the director of economic and community development for the city of Monroe. You may contact him at 734-384-9134 or dan.swallow@monroemi.gov.

Terry Beamsley is a trustee for the Community Foundation of Monroe County. You may reach him at terry.beamsley@gmail.com.
Planning and Implementing Climate Resiliency in Grand Rapids

By Haris Alibašić

In April 2013, the Grand River crested at 21.85 feet downtown, nearly three feet above the flood stage. Above, Grand Rapids Firefighter Jason Kelley and Walker Police Officer Shannon Vandenheuvel carry children from Barbara Jones’ partially submerged car on April 18, 2013.
WHAT IS RESILIENCY?

More importantly, what does it mean to have a resilient community? Resiliency can be best described as an attempt to prepare for the worst and to be able to rebuild from disaster. Resiliency should be viewed in the context of effective strategies undertaken by communities to prepare for unforeseen and unpredictable events as a result of climate change and extreme weather events, and their ability to revive after the disaster in a sustainable manner. The consequences of not preparing for long-term disasters can be devastating for human resources, buildings, and infrastructure.

A slew of high profile announcements and reports stemming from the results of extreme weather events have brought resiliency into the forefront. Cities are seeing large-scale, local impact from climate change. Extreme heat events often result in hospital stays, emergency room visits, and deaths. Higher temperatures in our region have led to reduced levels of Great Lakes ice formation, resulting in great water loss through evaporation. Heavy rain events often cause flooding and damage to infrastructure and pose a threat to residents and businesses. All of these issues combined cause additional cost considerations for cities.

President Obama emphasized the importance of resiliency in his Climate Action Plan—mentioning resilient and resilience over 40 times in as many as 21 pages of the report. The plan provides a broad framework to combat climate change and to “help bridges and shorelines so we can better protect state and local governments, strengthen [our] roads, people’s homes, businesses, and way of life from severe weather.” As part of the plan, the President issued an Executive Order in November of 2013 creating the State, Local, and Tribal Leaders Task Force On Climate Preparedness and Resilience. Grand Rapids Mayor George Heartwell was appointed to the task force.

Resilient Communities for America, local communities, and a wide range of national organizations have rallied together in recognition that action must be taken to address threats arising from climate change. As noted on the group’s website, “Cities and counties can take strong steps to become more prepared and able to bounce back from extreme weather, energy, and economic challenges.” Supporting cities in development of a resilience strategy to be better prepared for potential catastrophic disasters in the future is being recognized as the top priority nationally and internationally.

These activities are not meant to be fatalistic in nature, but a simple recognition of new realities. Climate change brings new tests to emergency planning and response for municipalities, and resiliency planning considers emergency preparedness, energy, sustainability, health, and safety into a single focus area. By observing climate trends, it becomes evident that impacts of climate change will be far-reaching—especially in urban areas with a higher concentration of population. As such, emergency plans constantly evolve to incorporate climate data and sustainability-related efforts to enable cities to respond.

Volunteers fill sand bags April 21, 2013 at the city’s public works facility.
The Effects of Climate Change in Grand Rapids

IMPACTS
- Increasing average temperatures in the Great Lakes region put vulnerable populations at risk and can lead to higher insurance costs, emergency management budgets, and greater property damage leading to clean-up and rebuilding costs, loss of tourism and recreation, and lower rates of businesses locating in the community.
- Hotter summers and more frequent and severe storms are straining energy infrastructure.

Michigan Communities’ Resiliency
Some communities have already started planning for resiliency to address more frequent and severe heat waves, excessive rain events, and changes in temperature and precipitation patterns. Counteracting the negative impacts of Greenhouse Gas Emissions (GHG) on social systems, environment, and the economy is done through various efforts: energy conservation, reusing and recycling of materials, sustainable transportation, planting trees, building resilient infrastructure and green buildings. In response to climate-related trials, Grand Rapids has undertaken a range of actions to increase its resilience.

It is evident that cities involved in sustainability are concerned about the long-term impact of climate change and that they plan for unforeseen circumstances. By using a dynamic approach to resiliency planning, cities are able to continually adjust and adapt to flux economic, environmental, and social conditions as a result of new realities. Emergency preparedness and climate resiliency are linked, as the impact of the climate-related events on the environment, and public and private property, cause cities to adopt preventive measures.

Putting Plans into Action
Grand Rapids’ plans were recently put to the test. For example, as a result of a recent heat wave threat, the city of Grand Rapids’ Emergency Action Guidelines were amended to include additional considerations and planning procedures related to climate change:

- Coordinating with the American Red Cross and other agencies to establish cooling shelters that provide air conditioning and relief from extreme heat events.
- Issuing public statements informing residents of ways to avoid heat-related illness/injury, encouraging them to check on vulnerable neighbors and family members, and providing them with information regarding shelter locations.
- Issuing public statements to encourage lowering emissions during prolonged heat events to improve air quality.
- Coordinating with utility companies to ensure timely response in the case of power outages during severe weather events.

In April 2013, the Grand River crested at 21.85 feet downtown, nearly 3 feet above the flood stage. The importance of preventive investments, sustainability, and emergency planning in infrastructure were evident. Destruction from the flood threat could have been greater had it not been for the infrastructure improvements made by the city, emergency preparedness and planning, and many volunteers who came to assist the city in preventive measures undertaken during the
flood. More importantly, the investments made over the years in infrastructure really paid off for the city.

Over the past 15 years, the city of Grand Rapids invested in infrastructure including $12 million to raise the floodwall protection and over $300 million over a period of time to reduce combined sewer overflows. The city continues to invest in flood management infrastructure and emergency preparedness. In addition to planning, investments made in preventive measures and in infrastructure are crucial to the city’s ability to avoid further damage and respond to disaster. Additional investments are being planned for future preventive measures along the river.

Partnering with West Michigan Environmental Action Council, the city developed a Community Resiliency Report to enhance decision making and policies on climate, energy issues, economy, transportation, infrastructure, and sustainability. Bringing the climate science into emergency planning and preparedness is critical for cities’ projects, policies, programs, and planning actions enabling them to mitigate the effects of climate change, to adapt to its impacts, and to utilize emerging sustainability opportunities. Localization of climate change impact, and a specific set of recommendations to build resiliency in the local community and to strengthen disaster recovery and resilience by local government, are key components of the report. In a resiliency-oriented world, communities must take into account annual climate change issues and focus beyond the standard emergency preparedness. Sustainable communities and organizations need to prepare to adapt and mitigate new events and occurrences. Beyond planning, there needs be an orchestrated effort made to invest in infrastructure that will enable resilient communities to continue to thrive.

Haris Alibašić, Ph.D., directs the office of energy and sustainability for Grand Rapids and teaches courses and workshops in the Graduate Certificate in Sustainability program at Grand Valley State University. You may reach him at halibasi@grcity.us

### National Climate Change Task Force

In December of 2013, the Task Force of State, Local, and Tribal Leaders on Climate Preparedness and Resilience began its work. Consisting of 8 governors, 14 mayors, 2 county leaders and 2 tribal leaders, the task force is charged with making recommendations to President Obama for helping local governments become more resilient to impacts of climate change.

“The President is looking for recommended actions that he can accomplish through the use of Executive Order,” said Grand Rapids Mayor George Heartwell. “It is apparent that getting congressional support for large legislative initiatives is difficult. Recognizing this fact, and wishing to do all he can to protect communities against the consequences of climate change, President Obama has asked us to deliver a set of recommendations to him by fall.”

Mayor Heartwell described the immense span of impacts represented on the task force. “Governor Abercrombie of Hawaii talks about losing islands to sea level rise. Tribal Chairman Seule says his people’s sustenance food stock of fish and seals is vanishing. Mayor Garcetti of Los Angeles is worried about too little water while Mayor Cownie of Des Moines is worried about flooding. The salt coasts talk about rising water levels while Governor Quinn of Illinois and I talk about falling Great Lakes levels. One cause with multiple, diverse impacts.”

The task force met in December and February, and is working across four topical areas: disaster recovery; built systems; natural resources and agriculture; and human health and community development. Heartwell reported, “I am serving on the built systems sub-group. We have further subdivided our work into energy, transportation, water, facilities, and coastal infrastructure. I am focusing my efforts on transportation and coastal infrastructure, the latter so that no one forgets the “fresh coast” of the Great Lakes with our unique climate change issues. Haris Alibašić, who is staffing my work on the task force, has taken the added responsibility of co-chairing the energy sector group.”

Task force members are responsible for tapping their own networks to gain a deeper understanding of the impacts, and to explore opportunities for the federal government to partner with cities on addressing those impacts. Mayor Heartwell sent members of the League’s Green Communities a survey seeking input, giving them an opportunity to participate in shaping the recommendations that will be delivered to the President. In addition, Heartwell surveyed the Great Lakes St. Lawrence Cities Initiative, the Urban Sustainability Directors Network, the West Michigan Sustainable Business Forum, the Community Sustainability Partners (of Greater Grand Rapids), Urban Core Mayors, and the Mayors Innovation Project.

“The pace is rapid and the demands are great,” said Heartwell, “but it is an honor to serve the President and to work at a high level in an area of my passion.”
How can we help communities facing financial emergencies succeed?

Forget the political ramifications of emergency management. Ignore the arguments about circumventing democracy. Set aside discussion about who is to blame for the fiscal crisis. The bottom line is: we need a new approach because emergency management hasn’t worked, isn’t working, and won’t ever work. It’s not the fault of the emergency managers. The emergency manager program can’t work because it is fundamentally flawed.

I can already hear the shouts of outrage from those that think if we would only run cities like a business there would be no real problems. No business would ever embark on a cost-cutting strategy that significantly and permanently impairs its earning capacity more than it decreases costs. That, however, is precisely the model that is employed under Michigan’s current emergency manager process.

The EM Balances the Books

I sense more skepticism, so indulge me for a moment. If my goal was to turn around a struggling business, I would look to identify areas where I could reduce costs and be more efficient. I might shed the company of ancillary business lines, and focus on core services. However, I would never fundamentally undermine the earning capacity of the business, or take actions that disrupt it at its core. Imagine if a turnaround expert attempted to “balance” the books of a manufacturing company by closing all of a company’s manufacturing facilities. This would effectively eliminate the company’s future ability to generate income. While the books would conceivably be “balanced,” they have effectively destroyed any opportunity for productivity and growth. This, however, is exactly what happens to distressed communities in Michigan.
The Service-Cutting Spiral
Allow me to put all of this in a municipal context. Ask yourself: How does a city fund itself? Obvious answer: Property taxes. Property taxes are a function of millage rate and taxable value. What makes taxable value higher in one community versus another? PLACE. Great places command higher prices or greater taxable value, which in turn generates more revenue. It is simple math. Or good business, if you will. When an emergency manager balances the books by closing parks, eliminating programs and services, and foregoing investments in infrastructure, they make it a less desirable place. This, of course, diminishes the value of the city. Consequently, the city offers fewer and fewer services, which further diminishes it as a place where people want to live, which diminishes value...and so on, and so on...It’s a death spiral—a fundamentally flawed process that will never work given Michigan’s municipal finance model.

Our current model for distressed communities is a one-sided review of expenditures without merit to the long-term ramifications that draconian cuts will have on the community or its residents. If there is any doubt, one only need take note of the number of municipalities that went through a previous state intervention only to find themselves back in that same position a few short years later.

Invest in Communities for Greater Returns
So, if we were serious about running government like a business, what would we do? We would definitely look for efficiencies in the delivery of services (even eliminate unnecessary ones), but more importantly, we would look to maximize our earning potential. We would do that by investing in areas that provide the greatest returns, so we would address how we fund local government. We would help create a great place that people choose to live in because this is the only long-term solution, and it will provide the best return on assets. No amount of cooperation will achieve that result.

If our goal is for Michigan to thrive in the long run, as opposed to barely hanging on, then we need a new strategy. We need a balanced approach of effective and thoughtful cost-saving measures, with real investment in revenue generation. We must strive to be the best, not the cheapest. We must invest in cities and provide an appropriate funding model to make them great places. If we succeed in doing so, emergency managers will go the way of the dinosaur. They will become embarrassing relics from a different time that future generations will look back on and wonder how, or why, we ever thought that would work.

Anthony Minghine is the associate executive director & COO of the League. You may contact him at 734-669-6360 or aminghine@mml.org.
Germany
Wants Thriving Cities, Too
By Kim Cekola

Germany is invested in creating and supporting strong cities. According to the Deutscher Stadtetag (the Association of German Cities), one of the primary focuses of its lobbying and educational efforts is to strengthen German cities through regionalism and economic development, with the ultimate goal of attaining thriving cities. The cities of Dusseldorf, Oldenburg, Cottbus, and Munich are all putting effort into these areas. In quality of living ratings, Dusseldorf was ranked sixth in global comparison and the top city in Germany.

Since so many large city centers were destroyed during World War II, German cities had to develop these areas all over again. Today, German cities are attracting people by focusing on the quality of life they offer. Quality of life can be improved through the practical application of placemaking. The principle of placemaking is to make your city a destination where people want to live, work, and play.

I will focus on physical design and walkability. This is a broad category, since it encompasses the whole geographic boundary of a city; however, there are some special projects to draw attention to and learn from.
DUSSELDORF

Dusseldorf has an old town and new town; 85 percent of Dusseldorf was destroyed in WWII. City planners have an incredible model of the city, filling an entire room, which gives them a birdseye-view of the city to help them plan future development. A current project is the development of the Media Harbor; the city is transforming the harbor into a modern business and residential district. It is being billed as a project that positions Dusseldorf as a center for the creative industries, including advertising, art, and media. City planners are operating under a flexible code—there is architectural diversity and each lot will be individually adapted for its future use.

Dusseldorf is on the Rhine River. The most important north-south connecting highway, which moved up to 55,000 vehicles a day, was located right next to the river. But city council wanted citizens to be able to enjoy the Rhine right up to the riverbank, so they built a tunnel and put the highway underground. They added pedestrian and bicycle paths, and planted 600 trees. People want to enjoy the amenities, so apartments, restaurants, and outdoor cafes were put in. The city considered the ability to enjoy the river as a quality of life issue, and also wanted to reduce traffic in the city center. City council did not want any buildings or new construction in this area—they wanted green space and nice views from the buildings on the other side of the promenade to the river. The Apollo theatre, a beloved local staple, wanted to stay as close to its previous location as possible. An ingenious solution was hatched—to rebuild the theatre under the bridge. It was complicated, engineering-wise, but they accomplished it.

OLDENBURG

In the area of adaptive re-use, in Oldenburg we visited a former landfill that is in the process of a complete transformation. The garbage was covered and sealed with six feet of clay, and the city plans to create an ice skating rink there. There are also trails enjoyed by many joggers, walkers, and bicyclists, and a playground and physical fitness area. Last but not least, the landfill’s transfer station is the subject of debate. One idea is to make a climbing wall with a café on the roof of the building.

The city is close to being built out. Though home ownership is not the norm (only 40 percent of Germans overall own their own homes), in Oldenburg the figure is much higher. The city responded to this situation by making city-owned property available for development. The city sells plots of land to both private developers and individuals for housing. The houses above are required to have a shared wall.
developers and individuals. The system is run on a first-come, first-served method—those who get their applications in early get first pick of a lot. The city does not make a profit, it only recoups what it spends for infrastructure. There are some restrictions, such as footprint requirements (the home cannot exceed 30 percent of the total area); some houses are required to have a shared wall (usually the garage wall); some homes are clustered in threes and fours and will share a common green space for barbeques, outdoor dining, recreating, etc. When buyers sign a contract they are obligated to build a home within two years and live in it for five years.

► COTTBUS

Cottbus has been renovating its buildings and doing façade improvements. Color and beauty was not a priority in the past. Now the city is experiencing an appreciation for the architectural style and design of its buildings. There are several lovely walking malls, with cobblestone streets, shops, banners announcing upcoming festivals, and the photo on the side of the building contrasting the old and the new. Improvement associations and active city government have transformed Cottbus little by little into one of the greenest cities in Germany.

City Hall was originally a Presbyterian Church, but almost as soon as it was built, it was turned into a hospital for soldiers; its next use was as a hospital for prisoners; then an entrepreneur wanted to turn it into a brewery and restaurant. He zealously took a hammer to it and starting knocking things down. His business did not pan out, so the city had an abandoned, gutted building on its hands. They brought in architects and artists and restored it to its original beauty.

► MUNICH

The city is hard at work on a critical water project in the city—the "renaturation" of the Isar River. The river was prone to disastrous floods, so a hundred years ago it was "straightened" and power was obtained through a system of walled river banks, dykes, and weir systems. When citizens called for a more natural environment, the city came up with a plan they call "renaturation."

The Isar River in an urban area of Munich was prone to disastrous floods. A hundred years ago it was “straightened” and power was obtained through a system of walled river banks, dykes, and weir systems. When citizens called for a more natural environment, the city came up with a plan they call “renaturation.”

Conclusion

The German cities I was privileged to visit had very compelling projects to share. While we all want to put our best foot forward, there are problems and complications in German cities, just as there are in the U.S. As one German official told us, Germans have a serious case of NIMBY (Not in My Backyard). He said whenever a new project is proposed, no matter in what field, there is always a loud public outcry. Germans don’t like change. What I appreciated and respected was the genuine effort to tackle a problem and keep going at it until a feasible solution was put in place.

Kim Cekola is a research specialist/editor for the League. You may contact her at 734-669-6321 or kcekola@mml.org.

McCloy Fellowship

The McCloy Fellowships in Urban Affairs allow local government officials/organizations to meet with their transatlantic counterparts in order to gain a better understanding of issues faced by cities and policy solutions. www.acgusa.org
Local government risk management: where danger meets opportunity, we’ll make sure you don’t end up as someone’s lunch.

The Liability & Property Pool. You own it.
S
ometimes it really can be that simple. Just ask Tom Anthony, superintendent of Public Works for the village of Mattawan.

“We were convinced our traffic signal at a busy intersection was not operating properly as we were experiencing long traffic queues and vehicle delays,” recalled Anthony. “The intersection is controlled by an eight-phase, fully traffic-actuated controller. We were sure we would need to come up with at least $100,000 to fix our traffic problems.”

Mattawan, located on the eastern border of Van Buren County, is typical of most villages in Michigan. With around 2,000 people calling it home, Mattawan is picturesque in any season and the residents and tradespeople are friendly and proud of their small-town atmosphere. A problem with gridlock didn’t fit in with the village’s image.

As many municipal leaders are discovering, proper planning not only leads to a stronger community, it can also lead to some pleasant results. Anthony called on Mike Labadie, PE from Fleis and VandenBrink (F&V) for assistance and advice. Labadie has seen his share of gridlock and congestion and has been performing traffic impact studies for nearly 40 years.

After F&V’s team studied the village’s traffic patterns and reviewed the traffic counts provided by their staff, Labadie came to a very different (and affordable) conclusion. The gridlock problem was caused by the village’s schools all letting out at the same time. Stagger the release times, and the problem basically went away.

Anthony indicated that, “For once, we were happy to be wrong. F&V forced us to think through our future vision for Mattawan and focus on what developments could also affect our traffic and traffic patterns.”

By Debi Turley

Small community. Big traffic problems. Easy solution.
Through the use of the transportation software called SYNCHRO, Labadie was able to show Anthony Mattawan’s traffic Level of Service (LOS), for different times of the day—all while Anthony looked over his shoulder.

It is not uncommon for a municipality to find itself in a situation similar to Mattawan. Congestion and gridlock can become the daily norm, with local leaders finding themselves facing unhappy citizens. The issues can seem overwhelming.

Without a proper traffic impact study, the community’s vision of what needs to be fixed can be a bit out of focus. Mattawan’s study is an example of how future development can be addressed and issues can be mitigated before they become problems. Traffic impact studies can help for a variety of issues:

▶ Identify where the current traffic problems are located –
  • Complex intersection capacity and signal operations
  • Large event traffic management
  • Signal system studies
  • Corridor and downtown street planning
  • Parking
  • Traffic and parking operations at schools

▶ Develop a plan for fixing existing issues.

▶ Assess what changes might be necessary to specifically accommodate a new development or existing traffic problems.

▶ Determine budgets to fix the current problems; develop budgets to address future traffic issues.

▶ Determine budgets that should be the responsibility of the developer when they are responsible for putting a burden on the local road systems.

Traffic impact studies should be conducted by an experienced traffic/transportation engineer that understands transportation problems. Many of these studies and their associated analyses lead to modifications of the municipality’s roadway network, traffic signals, signs, and road geometry. As many officials learn, the answer that seems to be obvious is not always the correct one.
The professional performing the study can help municipal officials make sound decisions regarding their transportation issues and plans, whether they need advice regarding complete streets, roundabouts, traffic calming or road rehabilitation, not to mention the ever-important funding for these changes.

The lack of a traffic impact study can sometimes have a negative impact on not just a proposed development, but a much wider area of the community. With gridlock, there is traffic congestion, increased air pollution, more accidents, and traffic that diverts onto neighboring streets.

As was the case in Mattawan, the completion of a study can save multiple times the cost of infrastructure itself. The bottom line is that studies can help communities protect their current infrastructure, plan for the future, and get to the root of their problems. A proper evaluation of traffic conditions can provide many benefits to a community, including reduced costs for fixing problems, traffic that flows more smoothly and less congestion—making everyone happy. And that is a great basis for building a strong, resilient community.

If you would like to discuss how a traffic impact study could be useful for your community, please call Michael Labadie, PE, at 248-536-0080. Michael is a senior traffic engineer with Fleis & VandenBrink, heading up the Farmington Hills office.

Debi Turley is a marketing assistant for Fleis & VandenBrink. You may contact her at 616-977-1000 or dturley@fveng.com.
32,557 Acres of Sleeping Bear Dunes National Lakeshore Designated as Wilderness

Legislation Protects Park’s Backcountry While Continuing Hiking, Fishing, and Other Non-Motorized Recreational Activities. Secretary of the Interior Sally Jewell today commended President Obama for signing into law S.23, legislation designating 32,557 acres of Sleeping Bear Dunes National Lakeshore in Michigan as wilderness, the first congressional designation under the Wilderness Act since 2009.

"President Obama and Congress have given the American people a priceless gift by ensuring that this extraordinary landscape with its towering sand dunes and bluffs will be preserved forever as wild and primitive," Jewell said. "Hikers, anglers, paddlers and others who venture into this wilderness will find it just as the Ottawa and Chippewa tribes have for the past 3,000 years—a place of quiet solitude, spectacular views, and abundant wildlife."

As we celebrate the 50th anniversary of the 1964 Wilderness Act this year, Sleeping Bear Dunes National Lakeshore is now our 50th national park with wilderness areas," National Park Service Director Jonathan B. Jarvis said. “Thanks to the commitment of local advocates and the Michigan congressional delegation, we can now improve our preservation efforts for this beautiful and significant national treasure.”

The Wilderness Act, signed into law in 1964, established the highest level of conservation protection for federal lands. It prohibits permanent roads and commercial enterprises, except commercial services that may provide for recreational or other purposes of the Wilderness Act. Wilderness areas generally do not allow motorized equipment, motor vehicles, mechanical transport, temporary roads, permanent structures or installation. Visitors can engage in non-motorized recreation in wilderness areas, including hiking, fishing, camping, and hunting.

DNR Awards $761,600 in Recreation Passport Grants

The Michigan Department of Natural Resources announced that 19 communities (6 cities and 13 townships) across the state will share $761,600 in Recreation Passport grants for park improvements. Money for this fund is derived from the sale of the Recreation Passport, which replaced the resident motor vehicle permit—or window sticker—for state park entrance in 2010. Grants have been awarded to these cities: Escanaba, Norway, Mason, Evart, Garden City, and Trenton.

The cities, counties, and townships selected to receive a Recreation Passport grant clearly demonstrated projects that are designed to provide better public outdoor recreation opportunities or facilities, infrastructure and economic development plans that support public outdoor recreation activity. The successful entries were chosen from a field of 87 grant applications seeking some $3.2 million in funding.

Applicants sought funding for a broad range of public recreation projects, including playground development and renovations, picnic areas and pavilions, replacement of bathroom facilities, and improved access for those with disabilities. The DNR expects that, in future years, the maximum grant amount will increase as revenue from sales of the Recreation Passport also increases.

Michigan Grabs $3.9 Million for Brownfields

Nine Michigan communities won $3.9 million in EPA Brownfield Assessment, Revolving Loan Fund, and Cleanup Funds that totaled $62.53 million nationally: Albion, Battle Creek, Traverse City and Garfield Charter Township, Hastings, Macomb County, Marquette County, Oakland County, Ottawa County, and Wayne County.

Free Mercury Collection Program

The Great Lakes Mercury Collection Program is providing free mercury collection services to residents and business in the state of Michigan, running through September 30, 2014. This is an on-going effort to collect and properly recycle mercury. The Environmental Quality Company (EQ) will ensure proper recycling methods which will reduce the amount of mercury from entering our environment.

The program is easy. Upon request, EQ will send a free collection bucket with a shipping box to your door via common carrier. Each bucket contains easy-to-follow return instructions. Once the bucket is filled with the mercury containing device(s) it can safely be returned in the shipping box to EQ. Interested parties should call or email EQ for a free collection container 877-960-2025 or email mercurybucket@eqonline.com.
Like many cities, Traverse City saw its downtown grow darker as development and activity moved away. A prominent symbol of downtown decline was the once-grand State Theatre on East Front Street. Originally built in 1918, its brightly lit marquee had served as a familiar beacon to a much-loved gathering place for generations of local residents. By the ’60s and ’70s, the State Theatre became less utilized and struggled to compete with modern movies complexes. It closed for good in 1991 when the modern multiplex cinema opened at Grand Traverse Mall.
Recognizing that movies are made to be a communal experience—and that a great place to see really good movies can become a community’s vital core—recent transplant Michael Moore started the Traverse City Film Festival. With the success of the film festival, Moore and partners recognized the potential positive impacts of a year-round movie and entertainment destination in downtown Traverse City.

In 2007, Rotary Charities sold the building for $1 to the Traverse City Film Festival. The community-based nonprofit now owns and operates both the theatre and annual festival. Area benefactors kicked in the majority of the restoration money out of their own pockets, bolstered by countless smaller donations from the community at large. Over the next six weeks, hundreds of local volunteers hung curtains and hammered nails in a massive restoration of the 1940s art deco décor, complete with a new balcony, 584 new made-in-Michigan seats, state-of-the-art sound and projection, and the biggest screen within 150 miles.

The theatre and year-round activity it brings to downtown Traverse City has been a key player in the area’s commercial revival with retail vacancy rate now below four percent. All along Front Street, and for blocks in every direction, downtown Traverse City is thriving. Eclectic art shops and restaurants, locally-owned eateries, coffee shops and bars, new and renovated homes and office buildings now cozy up against each other in a colorful urban hub that combines the best of classic small town Americana with a trendy, vibrant feel that rivals any resort town on the continent.

**ACCOMPLISHMENTS**
- One million people have passed through the doors of the State Theatre since it opened 5 1/2 years ago. For a town of 16,000 year-round residents, this is nothing short of incredible.
- The film festival draws over 100,000 attendees to downtown Traverse City.
- The Theatre has consistently been one of the top-grossing independent art houses in North America, managing to stay in the black as movie attendance continues to drop nationwide.
- In 2013, it was named the #1 movie theatre in the world by TheCredits.org, a website of the Motion Picture Association of America.
- All of this success is despite an old deed restriction that prohibits showing any movies at the State that open on more than 200 screens across the country, which includes most big films released by Hollywood.

**FUNDING**
Four families contributed $200,000 each, making up the bulk of the million dollars raised to rehab the theatre. Ongoing funding of the theatre is largely through tickets, which are $8 for adults, $6 for students, with frequent specials including 25 cent matinees to keep it affordable.

**ORGANIZATION**
The Theatre is owned by Traverse City Film Festival, a 501(c)3 nonprofit. The board is made up of international players in the film world. The nonprofit also has a local advisory group to help with planning, visioning, and volunteer recruitment.

**PARTICIPANTS**
Two full-time staff members work on both the theatre and film festival, splitting their time between the two projects evenly over the course of the year. The theatre also employs two full-time managers, two projectionists, a full-time maintenance person, and a part-time volunteer coordinator. The volunteer coordinator helps with organizing, training, and scheduling of over 500 volunteers each year, who are essential to the operation and success of the organization.

**UTILIZING A HISTORIC THEATRE TO MAKE THE GREATEST IMPACT**
Listen to What the Community Wants: It’s essential to listen to your community to understand what they want to best ensure you are servicing their needs and tastes.
Must Be Nonprofit and Volunteer-Based: The economics of maintaining these historic structures and the cost of showing first-run movies people want to see, makes it imperative to have a nonprofit, volunteer-driven business model.

Be Strategic About Fundraising: When possible, avoid a community fundraising drive for the renovation. Instead, look for five wealthy citizens who love their city, see its potential, and are capable of writing big checks that will cover the bulk of restoration costs.

Don’t Drag Out the Restoration: The renovations should not take longer than three months. Use local contractors who support the project.

Don’t Be Afraid to Expose Audiences to New Things: The State Theatre’s live from the Met Opera series has been one of its biggest hits and regularly sells out.

Make the Theatre Financially Accessible: Be community-minded by keeping prices low, below typical multiplex prices. The State Theatre offers specials like free popcorn on Tuesdays, matinees for only a quarter, and free admission when temperatures top 100 degrees to give people respite from the heat.

Make it a Quality Experience: Seating must be “outrageously comfortable,” with sight lines and leg room that accommodates people of all sizes. The projection and sound must be perfect and the screen must be gigantic.

Use Your Volunteers: Utilize your volunteers as ambassadors. Make sure they are aware of what is going on because they are enthusiasts who will share your message throughout the community.

Treat Your Volunteers Right: Your volunteers are the most crucial aspect of the successful operation of the theatre. Be sure to reward them with free tickets to special screenings and volunteer appreciation nights. Treating your volunteers the right way is the best volunteer recruitment tool you can have.

Since its rehabilitation and relaunch in 2007, the State Theatre has become not only the focal point of the Traverse City Film Festival, but a year-round destination bringing thousands to main street Traverse City and helping to spur a retail and commercial revival.

For more information on the Traverse City State Theatre, contact Heather Van Poucker, director of information & policy research at 734-669-6326 or hvanpoucker@mml.org.

To see a full listing of the League’s Case Studies please visit placemaking.mml.org.
This manual addresses effectively dealing with litter, overgrown weeds, and dangerous, unsafe, and abandoned buildings. Every community leader faces concerns about the attractiveness and safety of their downtowns and neighborhoods. The tools to remedy these concerns are available for all Michigan communities. The goal of this manual is to encourage community leaders to 1) identify the problems that hinder your community’s progress and 2) develop a strategy or plan of action that addresses your community’s problems, including the adoption of tools and enforcement procedures necessary to fulfill that plan.

Table of Contents:
The Problem
The Solution—Step by Step
Step 1—Identify problems
Step 2—Inventory your existing tools and enforcement procedures
Step 3—Develop a plan
Step 4—Put your plan in place
The Big Picture
Appendix A—Tools and enforcement procedures
Appendix B—State Housing Law
Appendix C—Redevelopment tools

DOES IT MAKE A DIFFERENCE ($$$) IF A MUNICIPALITY...

• charges a violation under its ordinance as opposed to a statute?
• prosecutes a violation in a municipal ordinance violations bureau or administrative hearings bureau as opposed to the district court?

The answer to each of these questions is “yes.”

This report is intended to tell you why under Michigan law, and to provide background so that your municipality can make basic prosecutorial decisions, including whether to:

• adopt the Michigan Vehicle Code as an ordinance
• adopt the Uniform Traffic Code as promulgated by the Michigan State Police
• adopt a municipal civil infraction ordinance and designate the penalty for a violation of specific ordinances as a municipal civil infraction as opposed to a criminal misdemeanor
• designate the penalty for a violation of certain ordinances as a blight violation
• establish an Administrative Hearings Bureau
• establish a Municipal Ordinance Violations Bureau
Ordinance is preempted by Michigan’s Medical Marihuana statute

FACTS:
John Ter Beek, a resident of the city of Wyoming, filed an action seeking to have the city’s zoning ordinance declared void. The ordinance generally prohibits uses that are contrary to federal law, state law, or local ordinance, and permits punishment of violation by civil sanctions.

The Michigan Medical Marihuana Act (MMMA), enacted pursuant to a voter initiative, affords certain protections under state law for the medical use of marijuana. In particular, section 4(a) immunizes registered qualifying patients from “penalty in any manner” for specified MMMA-compliant medical marijuana use. In 2010, Wyoming adopted an ordinance (the ordinance) amending the zoning chapter of the city code and providing:

Uses not expressly permitted under this article are prohibited in all districts. Uses that are contrary to federal law, state law or local ordinance are prohibited.

The federal controlled substances act (CSA) classifies marijuana as a Schedule I controlled substance and largely prohibits its manufacture, distribution, or possession. By prohibiting all “uses that are contrary to federal law,” the ordinance incorporates the CAS’s prohibition of marijuana. The ordinance further provides that certain violations of that prohibition are punishable by civil sanctions and subject to injunctive relief.

QUESTION 1:  
Does the CSA preempt section 4(a) of the MMMA?  
A: Answer according to the Michigan Supreme Court:  
No. The trial court rejected Ter Beek’s challenge to the ordinance, finding that section 4(a) of MMMA is preempted by the CSA. The Michigan Court of Appeals reversed. The Michigan Supreme Court affirmed the judgment of the Court of Appeals, noting that the issue of federal preemption is grounded in the Supremacy Clause of the U.S. Constitution which “invalidates state laws that ‘interfere with, or are contrary to’ federal law.” The Court framed the issue of whether the MMMA is preempted by the CSA as requiring a finding of a “positive conflict” between the two statutes. The Court found that it was not impossible to comply with both the CSA and the MMMA and further that the MMMA was not an obstacle to the execution of the CSA. The state’s limited state-law immunity for medical use of marijuana was not found to frustrate the purpose of the CSA.

QUESTION 2:  
Does the MMMA preempt the ordinance?  
A: Answer according to the Michigan Supreme Court:  
Yes. According to the Court, a city is precluded from enacting an ordinance if the ordinance is in direct conflict with a statutory scheme or if the statutory scheme occupies the field of regulation which the municipality seeks to enter even if no direct conflict exists. The Court noted that “[a] direct conflict exists when ‘the ordinance permits what the statute prohibits or the ordinance prohibits what the statute permits.’” The Court found that the ordinance directly conflicted with the state statute (MMMA) and was invalid. “The ordinance directly conflicts with the MMMA not because it generally pertains to marijuana, but because it permits registered qualifying patients, such as Ter Beek, to be penalized by the city for engaging in MMMA-compliant medical marijuana use.”

In a footnote, the Court stated that “[c]ontrary to the city’s concern, this outcome does not ‘create a situation in the State of Michigan where a person, caregiver, or a group of caregivers would be able to operate with no local regulation of their cultivation and distribution of marijuana.’”

Ter Beek v City of Wyoming, No. 145816 (Feb. 6, 2014)
Leaders rely on OHM Advisors’ proven public and private sector expertise, insightful counsel and forward thinking to create thriving places for people.

OHM-Advisors.com  888.522.6711

Groth Elowsky Kelley Pawlak & Seglund, PLC and Gabe, Quinn & Seymour, P.L.L.C. are pleased to announce they have combined their legal practices. The new firm is known as:
Seglund Gabe Quinn Gatti & Pawlak, PLC

General Municipal Services
Zoning and Planning
Public Improvements
FOIA & Open Meetings

Millages & Elections
Special Assessments
Litigation
Certified Mediation

28345 Beck Road, Suite 401
Wixom, Michigan 48393
(248) 869-0030
www.michlaw.biz
Dealing with testing requirements can hold up your projects and distract you from the big picture.

Let P&N make your job easier by taking care of the details. We’ve been doing analytical testing since 1974, and you can count on us for high quality, well-documented, scientifically-sound data.

www.preinnewhof.com  (616) 364-7600
Financial Services

For over 65 years we’ve served government, and we have the experience, expertise and independence to help you chart a course for the future. We offer practical solutions to complex issues, providing you with

A higher return on experience.

platemoran.com

Environmental Consultants

Making the Planet Sustainable is the Best Job on Earth

UnitedWater.com 616-940-2405

Practical Solutions Based on Common Sense

Water & Wastewater Design  •  Wetland Management  •  Municipal Engineering  •  Master Plans  •  Infrastructure  •  Construction Observation  •  Architectural Design  •  Surveying

Wightman & Associates Inc.
2303 Pipestone Road
Benton Harbor, MI 49022
Phone: 269.927.0100
Fax: 269.927.0109
www.wightman-assoc.com

Planning & Zoning

CARLISLE WORTMAN associates, Inc.
Community Planning • Zoning • Recreation Plans
Web-based Public Participation
www.cwaplan.com I 734.662.2200

What does your community aspire to be?

Giffels Webster chooses every day to make communities better.
civil engineers • landscape architects • planners
surveyors • environmental specialists

COMUNITY PLANNING & DESIGN
ECONOMIC DEVELOPMENT
LANDSCAPE ARCHITECTURE
PUBLIC ENGAGEMENT
WIRELESS SERVICES
URBAN DESIGN
DOWNTOWN REVITALIZATION
ZONING AND FORM-BASED CODES
BUILDING AND ZONING ADMINISTRATION

McKenna Associates
NORTHVILLE • KALAMAZOO • 888.226.4326 • MCKA.COM

Williams & Works
engineers . planners . surveyors
www.williams-works.com

Water & Wastewater

F&G Operations
TV-operations.com 616.588.2900
Water & Wastewater Operations
Plant Optimization • Operator Training
Municipal Expenditures

Q: What are the restrictions for municipalities regarding paying for public celebrations and events? Or giving money to the local Little League team?

A: There are very specific guidelines regarding local government expenditures. Appendix H of the *Audit Manual for Local Units of Government in Michigan* (revised February 2012) by the state’s Department of Treasury is very helpful in explaining the restrictions. The complete document can be found at www.michigan.gov.

Here is an excerpt:

**Planning the compliance portion of an audit**

Local units of government in Michigan are only allowed to incur expenditures for a valid public purpose. The local unit is the steward of public resources, and they may not be used for a private purpose. Determining whether an expenditure is for a valid public purpose is a legal consideration. Often the local unit’s legal counsel can be helpful in making this determination.

There are numerous state statutes, court cases, and attorney general opinions that define allowable expenditures. As a guide, the following is a list of the more common types of questionable expenditures:

1. **Charitable Donations to Nonprofit Organizations:**
   Unless the payment is in exchange for the provision of a governmental service that the local unit could have provided itself, this is not a valid public purpose. In general, such expenditures should be documented through a written agreement. This prohibition includes churches, veterans’ organizations, community organizations, Little League, Boy Scouts, Big brothers/Big Sisters, etc.

2. **Public Celebrations and Events:**
   MCL 123.851 specifically allows cities, villages, and townships to expend money for observances of Armistice (Veterans), Independence and Memorial Days, and Diamond Jubilee or Centennial celebrations. It is improper for a unit of government to expend public money for an annual picnic or other celebration that is not specifically authorized by law and does not serve a public purpose. The Michigan Supreme Court in *Wayne County v Hathcock*, 471 Mich 445; 684 NW2d 765 (2004), defined “public purpose” as having “for its objective the promotion of the public health, safety, morals, general welfare, security, prosperity, and contentment of all the inhabitants or residents within the municipal corporation, the sovereign powers of which are used to promote such public purpose.”

3. **Providing Coffee, Food, etc.:**
   The purchase of coffee, food, etc., must be for a public, not an individual or private group or purpose. These expenditures for use at a regular or special meeting where the public is also participating in the coffee, food, etc., for firefighters, volunteer or full-time employees, when working an extended period of time or when dedicating public buildings are normally considered expenditures for a public purpose. Coffee, food, etc., for employees use during normal working hours is considered personal, not for a public purpose, and improper unless specifically provided for in a collective bargaining agreement or duly adopted employment policy of the governmental unit (fringe benefit). See the definition of “public purpose” above.

4. **Retirement/Recognition Functions and Employee and Retiree Gifts:**
   Retirement functions, gifts or plaques for employees or officials, recognition dinners for volunteer firefighters or ambulance staff are usually not for a public purpose, therefore, not an allowable expense. Travel and meals as part of the cost of training volunteers to perform emergency services within the local unit are deemed a public purpose, payable as an expense when properly budgeted, authorized, and approved. See the definition of “public purpose” in item 2 above.

5. **Flowers to the Sick or Departed:**
   Local governments do not have authority to expend money for floral gifts. (Attorney General Opinion Number 2346 dated July 18, 1956)

6. **Training and Education:**
   Registration fees, lodging, travel, and meals while in attendance at useful public informational or educational workshops and seminars are appropriate.

The League’s Information Service provides member officials with answers to questions on a vast array of municipal topics. Send your municipal inquiries to info@mml.org, or call 1-800-653-2483.
MML.ORG
Registration begins June 23
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countless families have been impacted by the garden. The Belding Food Pantry & God’s Kitchen donations have exceeded 30 bushels of fresh produce! The garden’s impact is being felt in Belding!

The garden isn’t about politics or issues that divide a community—it’s about goodness and growing in partnerships for a better quality of life. The community comes together in full support year after year, offering financial assistance, garden maintenance, plants, and even produce packaging at no cost. Belding’s Community Garden is an example of what a community can achieve through collaboration and community spirit, not only to build a project together, but a project that builds community!

JOIN THE CULTIVATION!

Nested along the banks of the Flat River, tucked into the northwest corner of Ionia County, lies the quiet city of Belding. Belding is known for its passionate citizens, small groups, and successful projects that are citizen-based. Belding has experienced great advancements to the quality of life due to these groups and their ability to fundraise locally. In the past few years, the B Foundation’s “Day to Believe Blood Drive,” trying to meet a need in a struggling community. Over 50 percent of Belding students are enrolled in the reduced lunch program and the Food Pantry was finding it difficult to meet demand. The Community Garden is truly community and offers educational, social, and nutritional opportunities to those who may not otherwise have access. The garden is a collaborative effort between the Belding Community Garden Committee, Belding area schools, and the city. The garden also has over 50 community partners, helping to diminish a Phase 1 $10,000 project that was completed for under $4,000. The garden has been open since June of 2012, offering gardening to citizens absolutely free! To date, over 200 area students and

Want to see your community featured here? Go to mml.org to find out more about the Community Excellence Awards.